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My collaborators on this topic:

T. E. Weber1, P. J. Turchi2, P. B. Parks3, T. E. Evans3, S. A. 
Cohen4, J. T. Cassibry5, E. M. Campbell6

 1Los Alamos National Laboratory

 2Santa Fe, NM

 3General Atomics

 4Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

 5University of Alabama, Huntsville

 6LLE, University of Rochester, Rochester

We have a paper coming out in the Journal of Fusion Energy, sometime soon.
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How many ways is electricity made today?
Primary Energy Source Nominally CO2 Free Current capacity (%) Expected Lifetime (yrs)

Natural Gas no 100

Coal no 80.6 400

Oil no < 50

Biomass neutral 11.4 > 400

Wind yes 0.5 > 1000

Solar photovoltaic yes 0.06 > 1000

Solar thermal yes 0.17 > 1000

Hydro yes 3.3 > 1000

Wave/Tidal yes 0.001 > 1000

Geothermal yes 0.12 > 1000

Nuclear fission yes 2.7 > 400

[i] REN21–Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century Renewables 2012–Global Status Report, 
2012, http://www.map.ren21.net/GSR/GSR2012.pdf , http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_development

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/REN21
http://www.map.ren21.net/GSR/GSR2012.pdf
http://www.map.ren21.net/GSR/GSR2012.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_development
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What is the most important product that 
fusion could deliver?

 Is it a 12th way to make electricity?
 Why are we researching and promising a 12th way to make 

electricity, which is more complex, (and therefore likely more 
costly), than any other approach?

 Is there something instead unique, that only fusion energy 
could do for the world? 

 Is it something worth doing?
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Outline of this talk

 Threat: Awareness
 Impact: Annihilation
 Solution: Detect, Intercept, Deflect
 The need for speed: Fusion Rockets
 A Program



A big comet/asteroid hit the Earth 65 million years ago

Web Images News Videos Shopping Search toolsMore

comet wiping out dinosaurs jpg



I’ve watched a lot of comets over the years…
one crashed into Jupiter.  

Hyakutake

Hale-Bopp

West C/2014 Q2 Lovejoy

J. Linder/ESO



Are Collisions with the Earth only 
Science Fiction in  art & movies?



http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news.php?release=2014-397

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news.php?release=2014-397


Comet C/2013 A1 Siding Springs and Mars

Image by Damian Peach, Oct. 19, 2014Oct. 19, 2014

Comet

Mars



Comet C/2013 A1 Sidings Springs
Passed by Mars at only 1/3 the Earth-Moon distance

Too bad it didn’t clobber Mars, 
destroying our landers and even orbiters!



Most asteroids orbit between Mars and Jupiter, and are 
found in the same plane as the planets, with 3-7 year orbits

Top view Side view



Asteroids are troubling enough, 
so why are comets worse?

Outer solar system Even further out solar system!



The Ancients thought Comets were bad omens…
and they were right!

• They are the fastest objects in the solar system.
• Long-period comets are seen exactly once on the timescales of our 

civilization.
• They come with little warning (6-18 months).
• They tend to be big (1-40 km diameter).
• If (when) one has our name written on it…….

Photo credit: Matt Wang, Flickr: anosmicovni. European Space Agency. Comet 
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko Relative to Downtown Los Angeles

Photo credit: Alex Wurden, Glen Wurden, Comet Hale-Bopp, 1997



What should we do?

• Look harder…detect them sooner.
• Be able to intercept and deflect a threat.
• Use nuclear explosives to do the deflection, using radiation 

pressure to ablate comet material, causing an impulsive 
momentum change. 

• Only nuclear explosives have the necessary energy density.

Build an insurance policy for our Planet



Weigh the likelihood, against the damages
The most frequent event that can end your civilization…

not merely destroy a city….is what you have to defend against.

1 km diameter objects impact every ~ 1 million years
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Near-Earth Object Survey and Deflection Analysis of Alternatives 
NASA Report to Congress, March 2007

Impulsive Technique Description

Conventional Explosive (surface) Detonate on Impact

Conventional Explosive (subsurface) Drive explosive device into PHO, detonate

Nuclear Explosive (standoff) Detonate on flyby via proximity fuse

Nuclear Explosive (surface) Impact, detonate via contact fuse

Nuclear Explosive (delayed) Land on surface, detonate at optimal time

Nuclear Explosive (subsurface) Drive explosive device into PHO, detonate

Kinetic Impact High velocity impact

“In the impulsive category, the use of a nuclear device was found to be the 
most effective means to deflect a PHO”. 
“It should be noted that because of restrictions found in Article IV of the Treaty on Principles Governing the 
Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, use 
of a nuclear device would likely require prior international coordination. The study team also examined conventional 
explosives, but found they were ineffective against most threats”. 
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Six different scenarios
The hypothetical scenarios include missions to deflect: 

 A. The 330-meter asteroid, Apophis, before its close approach to Earth in 2029. This 
scenario was divided into two design points: 
– A1. For the first, knowing the asteroid’s orbit is assumed and a relatively large 

momentum change is required to deflect the object with the required certainty. 
Apophis must be deflected by at least one Earth radius or about 6,400 km to 
achieve a probability of collision of less than 10-6. 

– A2. For the second, very accurate information about the object’s orbit is assumed 
and the impetus necessary to divert the asteroid with certainty is substantially 
reduced. Apophis must be deflected by at least five km to achieve a probability of 
collision of less than 10-6. 

 B. Apophis after the close approach and before the 2036 Earth encounter, assuming 
a predicted collision. 

 C. The 500-meter asteroid (VD17) that could be a threat in the year 2102. 

 D. A hypothetical 200-meter asteroid, representative of 100-meter-class asteroids. 

 E. A hypothetical asteroid larger than one km in diameter. 

 F. A hypothetical long-period comet with a very short time (9-24 months) to impact. 
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The parameter space for deflection of a Potentially 
Hazardous Object (PHO) for a range of scenarios*

*From 2007 NASA Report to Congress, Fig. 4, pg. 23, “Deflection performance of Impulsive Alternatives”



How far, and how fast for the intercept?
• Intercept in ½ the remaining time.
• Geometry tells us the answer, with the Earth’s orbit radius of 1 AU, the Earth’s orbital 

velocity of 30 km/second, and the comet speed of order 25 km/second.
5-10 AU Astronomical Units in 6 months……… a spacecraft speed of 50-100 km/sec



Delivering some Energy

• For lateral deflection vo in an ideal, minimum energy, 
case, we would need an energy absorbed by the 
comet:

Wo = Mvo
2/2

where M is the comet mass and the deflection velocity vo
is purely perpendicular to the comet’s initial velocity V . 

• A 1 km diameter comet, with density of 0.6 gm/cm3

has a mass of 3x1011 kg, and  a deflection of 10 m/sec 
corresponds to an energy W0 = 1.5 x 107 MJ.



Balancing Momentum
• Now if we consider (in the frame of motion of the comet) the 

ablated material to be treated as a rocket exhaust of average 
directed speed v, and we expel a mass m, then by momentum 
conservation:

Mvo = mv

• The total (directed) kinetic energy in the exhaust (not counting 
internal energy of the plume or radiation losses) becomes:

mv2/2 = Mvvo/2

• Compared to the minimum energy Wo, we therefore need more 
energy by a factor of K = v/vo. For example, for our deflection vo = 
10 m/s and an ablatant exhaust of v = 4 km/s, the yield of the 
nuclear explosive must increase by K = 400.



• Specific power α (w/kg) of the power source, including waste heat radiators (if any)

• The change in velocity that a rocket can achieve ΔV  (m/sec)

• Propellant exhaust velocity   νe (m/sec)

• The rocket equation

• Specific impulse      I = νe / g  (seconds)

• Time τ to achieve ΔV  (may be the mission duration)

• Then in the limit of zero payload mass, there are a couple of important relationships:                           

νe = 0.5 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 and     ΔV = 0.81 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼
• 𝜶𝜶𝜶𝜶 is known as the characteristic velocity  

(E. Stuhlinger, Ion Propulsion for Space Flight, McGraw-Hill, New York 1964.) 

Some rocket terminology

⁄𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓 𝑀𝑀𝑜𝑜 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(−ΔV/ νe )



Time to intercept

Where RD and Ro are the radius of detection and radius of earth’s orbit,
respectively, V is the comet speed (assumed to be constant, even though
it gets faster as it approaches the Sun) and VE is the appropriate speed of
the earth given the variation of angle during the comet’s approach for an
intercept time comparable to a quarter to half of the earth’s period. The
sum of V + VE represents the comet’s closing speed on the Earth. The
average speed of the craft, for constant exhaust velocity and constant
thrust, integrating from 0 to 𝛼𝛼, is the other term in the denominator.

With exhaust speed of the intercept vehicle νe = 0.5 (2α𝛼𝛼)1/2

And the final ΔV = 0.81 (2α𝛼𝛼)1/2

Then from the rocket equation, we have that the time for a flyby 
encounter (thrusting constantly all the way from the Earth)  is:

( )
( )

D o

E

R –  R
[ 0.6  V  V ]ev

τ =
+ +



Astrodynamics and nuclear explosives
• We take the solid angle represented by the comet at the intercept standoff distance ri , the

diameter of the comet dc, and define the ablation efficiency factor εabl to include the fraction of
the nuclear-explosive output in soft X-rays and the conversion of this output into the directed
kinetic energy of the ablation-rocket exhaust.

• One can estimate how big of a yield is needed to deflect a comet, via an impulsive momentum 
change delivered by ablation, 

• Where RD and Ro are the radius of detection and radius of earth’s orbit, respectively, V is the comet speed
(assumed to be constant, even though it gets faster as it approaches the Sun) and VE is the appropriate
speed of the earth given the variation of angle during the comet’s approach for an intercept time
comparable to a quarter to half of the earth’s period. The sum of V + VE represents the comet’s closing
speed on the Earth.

• For the case of a desired vo = 10 m/s, with an initial comet velocity V = 25 km/s, if we can generate
an ablatant exhaust velocity of 4 km/sec, then K=400. With detection/characterization at 10 AU, an
average earth speed component of 0.7 x 30 km/s = 21 km/s, and an interceptor rocket exhaust
speed of 200 km/s, we can intercept at about 4.9 AU in 93 days, but require a specific power α =
6153 W/kg, which is well beyond anything except fusion.

• To generate an Earth miss distance Rm = 40,000 km, for a 1 km diameter comet with
average density of 0.6 gm/cm3, with a 25% ablation efficiency of a single detonation,
at a distance ri =1 km, a yield of 20 Megatons is needed.
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An   
important 

detail…
Our very best rockets, by a wide margin,
don’t have the combination of speed
and power to get out to 5-10 AU
distances with a 25 metric ton payload in
only 6 months.

The need for speed = 
faster exhaust velocity
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How do we make faster launch vehicles?
 Nuclear Rocket engines have been shown to have twice the specific impulse (faster exhaust 

velocities) than chemical engines, while still achieving high thrusts.

 The ROVER program at Los Alamos, from 1957 to 1972 tested 18 fission engines, culminating in 
the NERVA engine, which was to be a drop-in replacement for the third stage on a Saturn V.

 A  nuclear engine capability would decrease the time to intercept, and broaden the operational 
parameter space for any planetary defense mission (in particular, the most difficult Case F, the 
rapidly incoming comet scenario).



Faster Rockets = higher exhaust velocity 
= high specific impulse (Isp)

• Chemical rockets have Isp ~ 450 seconds
• Fission rockets have     Isp ~ 900 seconds
• Fusion rockets could have Isp > 10,000 seconds

Shuttle engine NERVA Conceptual fusion rocket



Many people have suggested fusion rocket 
engines for exploring the solar system

• The recognition that fusion might prove attractive 
for space applications is widespread. 

• Fusion's advocates included Arthur C. Clarke, who 
wrote in 1961 that ``The short-lived Uranium Age 
will see the dawn of space flight; the succeeding 
era of fusion power will witness its fulfillment.'' 

• What we areproposing that is new, is the coupling
of the need for a defense against long-period
comets, with the need for speed, and the
solution offered by fusion rocket engines.

http://fti.neep.wisc.edu/%7Ejfs/neep533_lect32_99_fusionProp.html#Clarke


You don’t want to produce electricity through 
an intermediary form of energy

• Every time we convert between different forms of energy, there are 
losses. Waste heat has to be radiated to space by black body radiators, 
and that means more mass has to be carried. Even fission-driven high 
power electrical sources (for ion or plasma thrusters) would need 
massive radiators.

• Solar is 1/25 as effective at Jupiter, as it is at Earth. It is 1/100 as 
effective at Saturn distances. You can’t rely on solar electric, because of 
its low power density, and therefore associated mass penalty.

• A primary power source that directly generates thrust is the most 
efficient: Chemical rockets are great, but their exhaust speed is too 
low…but fusion exhaust of charged particles on field lines via a 
magnetic nozzle …. WOW!  Corollary: Neutrons are worse than useless!

The preferred fusion reaction is
D + 3He  p (14.68 MeV) + 4He (3.67 MeV)
Many fewer neutrons than DT, and at “only” 5-6 x the DT Lawson criterion
• For a planetary defense effort, make all the tritium you need with 

heavy water fission reactors on Earth, and then hopefully you can wait 
50 years for it to decay into 3He. Carry the fuel onboard the rocket.



UW propulsion class notes:

J. F. Santarius, U of Wisconsin



Three examples
• While solar-electric systems have a specific power (at the Earth distance from 

the Sun) of order ~ 100 w/kg, that decreases by a factor of 1/25 at Jupiter, and 
1/100 at Saturn distances. 

• Taking a fission electric example, the SAFE-400 nuclear Brayton cycle reactor 
and radiator system would produce 100 kW electric power, with a mass of 584 
kg, for a specific power (without a thruster) of 171 w/kg. Coupling it to an 80% 
efficient ion thruster of the NSTAR type presently in use on the Dawn mission 
to Ceres, which has an specific impulse Isp = 3100 seconds (but using 40 units, 
with a combined weight of 1000 kg, corresponding to 100 kW of available 
electric energy), one would have a system specific power of 63 W/kg, but with 
a thrust of only 4 Newtons. 

• ITER weighs in at at least 23,000 metric tons. At its rated output of 500 MW 
(ignoring auxiliary systems, and whether neutrons are useful or not), then the 
specific power of ITER is only 22 W/kg. However, I am not suggesting that 
launching ITER into orbit would be a useful idea! 

Clearly a different type of fusion engine than a conventional tokamak (or even a 
stellarator) would be required for a rocket engine (starting for example, with much 
higher beta).



Clearly, we have no fusion core from 
which to make a rocket engine…yet

Linear geometry,  β = 1 has some attractive features…mirrors or FRC’s for example

Even so, there is a NASA “Discovery II” 
design study using a spherical torus, using 
the divertor exhaust at the bottom of the 
torus. (Notice the lack of auxiliary heating 
systems?)



UW propulsion class notes:
Advantages of D-3He magnetic fusion for space applications
• No radioactive materials are present at launch, and only low-level radioactivity remains after 

operation.
• Conceptual designs project higher specific power values (1--10 kW-thrust per kg) for fusion 

than for nuclear-electric or solar-electric propulsion.
• Fusion gives high, flexible specific impulses (exhaust velocities), enabling efficient long-range 

transportation.
• D-3He fuel provides an extremely high energy density.

D-3He fuel is more attractive for space applications than D-T fuel.
• High charged-particle fraction allows efficient direct conversion of fusion power to thrust or 

electricity.
– Increases useful power.
– Reduces heat rejection (radiator) mass.
– Allows flexible thrust and exhaust velocity tailoring.

• Low neutron fraction reduces radiation shielding.
• D-3He eliminates the need for a complicated tritium-breeding blanket and tritium-processing 

system.

J. F. Santarius, U of Wisconsin



There are many fusion rocket papers
•B. Buchholtz, J. Frueh, J. Hedrick, E. Jensen, and P. Ward, ``Proposal for a Jupiter Manned Fusion Spaceship,'' Univ. of Wisconsin course EMA 569 
Senior Design Project Report (1990) . 
•R.W. Bussard, ``Fusion as Electric Propulsion,'' Journal of Propulsion and Power 6, 567 (1990). 
•R.W. Bussard and L.W. Jameson, ``The QED Engine Spectrum: Fusion-Electric Propulsion for Air-Breathing to Interstellar Flight,'' Journal of 
Propulsion and Power 11, 365 (1995). 
•A. Bond, A.R. Martin, R.A. Buckland, T.J. Grant, A.T. Lawton, et al., ``Project Daedalus,'' J. British Interplanetary Society 31, (Supplement, 1978). 
•S.K. Borowski, ``A Comparison of Fusion/Antiproton Propulsion Systems for Interplanetary Travel,'' AIAA/SAE/ASME/ASEE 23rd Joint Propulsion 
Conference, paper AIAA-87-1814 (San Diego, California, 29 June--2 July 1987). 
•S.A. Carpenter and M.E. Deveny, ``Mirror Fusion Propulsion System (MFPS): An Option for the Space Exploration Initiative (SEI),'' 43rd Congress of 
the Int. Astronautical Federation, paper IAF-92-0613 (Washington, DC, 28 August--5 September, 1992). 
•S. Carpenter, M. Deveny, and N. Schulze, ``Applying Design Principles to Fusion Reactor Configurations for Propulsion in Space,'' 29th 
AIAA/SAE/ASME/ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference, paper AIAA-93-2027. 
•R. Chapman, G.H. Miley, and W. Kernbichler, ``Fusion Space Propulsion with a Field Reversed Configuration,'' Fusion Technology15, 1154 (1989). 
•G.W. Englert, ``Towards Thermonuclear Rocket Propulsion,'' New Scientist 16, #307, 16 (4 Oct 1962). 
•J.L. Hilton, J.S. Luce, and A.S. Thompson, ``Hypothetical Fusion Propulsion Vehicle,'' J. Spacecraft 1, 276 (1964). 
•T. Kammash and M-J. Lee, ``Gasdynamic Fusion Propulsion System for Space Exploration,'' J. Propulsion and Power 11, 544 (1995). 
•H. Nakashima, G.H. Miley, and Y. Nakao, ``Field Reversed Configuration (FRC) Fusion Rocket,'' Proc. 11th Symp. Space Nuclear Power and Space 
Propulsion Systems (Albuquerque, NM, 1994). 
•C.D. Orth, et al.,``The VISTA spacecraft--Advantages of ICF for Interplanetary Fusion Propulsion Applications,'' Proc. IEEE 12th Symp. on Fusion 
Engineering, Vol. 2, p. 1017 (IEEE, Piscataway, NJ, 1987). 
•J.R. Roth, ``Space Applications of Fusion Energy,'' Fusion Technology 15, 1375 (1989). 
•J.R. Roth, W.D. Rayle, and J.J. Reinmann, ``Fusion Power for Space Propulsion,'' New Scientist 54 #792, 125 (20 Apr 1972). 
•J.F. Santarius, ``Lunar Helium-3, Fusion Propulsion, and Space Development,'' in Second Conference on Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 
21st Century (Houston, Texas, April 5--7, 1988) (NASA Conf. Pub.~3166, Vol.~1, p.~75, 1992). 
•J.F. Santarius, ``Magnetic Fusion for Space Propulsion,'' Fusion Technology 21, 1794 (1992). 
•J.F. Santarius, ``Magnetic Fusion for Space Propulsion: Capabilities and Issues,'' Proc. Amer. Nuc. Soc. Topical Meeting on Nuclear Technologies 
for Space Exploration, p. 409 (Jackson, Wyoming, August 16--19, 1992). 
•J.F. Santarius, ``Magnetic Fusion Propulsion: Opening the Solar-System Frontier,'' Proc. Second Wisconsin Symposium on Helium-3 and Fusion 
Power, p. 137 (1993). 
•J.F. Santarius and B.G. Logan, ``Generic Magnetic Fusion Rocket Model,'' Journal of Propulsion and Power 14, 519 (1998). 
•N.R. Schulze, ``Figures of Merit and Attributes for Space Fusion Propulsion,'' Fusion Technology 25, 182 (1994). 
•N.R. Schulze, ``Fusion Energy for Space Missions in the 21st Century,'' NASA Technical Memorandum 4298 (Executive Summary, NASA TM 4297) 
(August, 1991). 
•E. Teller, A.J. Glass, T.K. Fowler, A. Hasegawa, and J.F. Santarius, ``Space Propulsion by Fusion in a Magnetic Dipole,'' Fusion Technology 22, 82 
(1992). 

J. F. Santarius, U of Wisconsin



Specific power of a few fusion rocket 
design papers

First Author Year Configuration Specific Power
(kW/kg)

Borowski 1987 Spheromak 10.5
Santarius 1988 Tandem Mirror 1.2
Chapman 1989 FRC --
Haloulakis 1989 Colliding Spheromaks --
Bussard 1990 Riggatron Tokamak 3.9
Bussard 1990 Inertial-Electrostatic >10
Teller 1991 Dipole 1.0
Carpenter 1992 Tandem Mirror 4.3
Nakashima 1994 FRC 1.0
Kammash 1995 Gas Dynamic Trap 21(D-T)
Kammash 1995 Gas Dynamic Trap 6.4(D-3He)

J. F. Santarius, U of Wisconsin



Fusion Rocket vs. Fusion Power Plant
Different design constraints

• No vacuum vessel, no vacuum pumps
• No first wall, no breeding blanket
• Design life: 6 months versus 25 years
• Neutron structural damage is not an issue…but magnets 

and payload still need shielding
• Carry all the fuel with you (even 3He)
• Key design feature: specific power (kW/kg) (not  $$/kwh)
• High beta is essential (to reduce the magnet mass)
• Assemble & load configuration in orbit
• Most likely only a few missions (at most) in any millenium! 

And then, only 3-5 rockets needed.

for the Rocket Engine:



It will take years to build a
Planetary Defense Program

• Fortunately comet impacts (500 meter diameter or larger) are 
rare.

• But one is most certainly coming our way. 

• The only question is, is it next week?  Or 100,000 years from 
now? We don’t know.

• Shouldn’t we make an effort to insure our civilization against this 
foreseeable and preventable catastrophe?



Summary
• The threat that long-period comets pose to our 

existence on Earth can be solved with nuclear 
explosives and fusion rockets.

• An international Planetary Defense program is needed, 
which can also deal with the easier problem of 
incoming asteroids.

• Long-term R&D on fusion energy systems for rocket 
propulsion would be a component of this Planetary 
Defense program.

• Finally, building a Planetary Defense effort, while 
developing a fusion rocket core and other needed 
tools, could attract a workforce like no other.
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